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any license upgrade or maintenance is free. the license allows spine professional to be used by the specified number of users for a period of
one year. all updates are provided during this time. after one year, spine professional must be licensed again to continue using spine

professional. bonus content: all backers will receive one (1) spine professional or spine enterprise license for the full version of spine when
the kickstarter is over. spine will include all future updates. you will be able to download and use all the content and features of spine

professional and spine enterprise for one year, then you'll have to purchase a new license. you won't be able to ask questions, but you can
review all the information. plus everything a backer gets. your pledge will be automatically charged the credit card or paypal account you
provide. when the kickstarter closes, you will be able to download and use spine professional or spine enterprise for one year, then you'll
have to purchase a new license. you will be notified if your credit card has been charged. you'll receive an email confirmation once the

project is funded. please check your spam folder if you don't see it within the next 24 hours. if you are having trouble, please contact us via
email: info@spinedev.com. you will receive an email confirmation once the project is funded. please check your spam folder if you don't see
it within the next 24 hours. if you are having trouble, please contact us via email: info@spinedev.com. these are some of the most important

things that spine needs to work: animations with skeletal joints geometric deformations animation blending physics simulation visibility
culling collision detection
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spine education is an easy
way for your school or

educational institution to
provide spine to all

students and faculty
members. the license

allows spine professional to
be installed on the specified
number of computers for a

period of one year. all
students and faculty

members may use the
software for educational
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and non-commercial
purposes. after one year,
spine education must be

licensed again to continue
using the software. coding
workshop video - you will

receive two licenses for the
full version of spine when

the kickstarter is over
(normally $110) and a
digital recording of the

coding workshop event. you
won't be able to ask

questions, but you can
review all the information.
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plus everything a backer
gets. spine enterprise

licenses are valid for one
year and can not be
cancelled during this

period. if you do not renew
your license, it expires
automatically, at which

point you will not be able to
use the spine editor. you

may continue to distribute
products which contain the

spine runtimes, but you
may not integrate the spine

runtimes into more
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products without a spine
editor license. standard

spine professional licenses
are valid for one year and

can not be cancelled during
this period. if you do not

renew your license, it
expires automatically, at

which point you will not be
able to use the spine editor.

you may continue to
distribute products which

contain the spine runtimes,
but you may not integrate

the spine runtimes into
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more products without a
spine editor license.
cancellation of spine

professional licenses prior
to the end of the 90 days

and expiration of the
license will result in the loss

of all data and the
immediate termination of
the license. cancellation of
the license will not result in

the loss of data or the
immediate termination of
the license. 5ec8ef588b
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